
Programme Specifie Outeomes (PSOs) 
B.Se Chemistry 

'NOoe compeency: The chemistry graduates are expected to gain knowledge of the 

tuntamental cmcepts of chemistry and applied chemistry through theory and practical. These 

tundanmental vonvets ould be rotlected in the latest understanding of the field to keep 

YntinueN itN Jgession. 

'SO (ommunication skills: Chemistry graduates are oxpected to possess minimum 

standands ot communication skills to read and understand documents so that they can solve 

their prohlens very methodically, independently and with logical argument. Graduates are 

CJtt o build good communication skill so that they can casily share their 

PSO: Critical thinking: Chenmistry graduates are expected to achieve critical thinking 

ability o design, carry out, ecord and analyze the results of chemical reactions. They can 

have that much potential and contldence that they can overcome many difficulties with the 
help of their sharp scientitie knowledge and logical approaches. 

PSO-4: P'sychological skills: Chemistry graduates are cxpected to possess basic 
psychological skills so that they can deal with individuals and students of various socio 

cultural, economic and cducational levecls. Psychological skills are very important for proper 
mind setting during pertorming, observing and giving conclusion of a particular reaction. It is 
also important for self-compassion, self-retlection, interpersonal relationship, and emotional 
managenent. 

PSO-$: Problem-solving: Graduates are expected to be well trained with problem-solving 
philosophical approaches that are pertinent across the disciplines. 

PSO-6: Analytical skill development and job opportunity: Chemistry graduates are 
expected to possess suticient knowledge how to synthesize a chemical compound and 
perform necessary characterization and analysis in support of the formation of the product by 

using moderm analytical tools and advanced technologies. Because of this course curriculum 
chemistry graduates have lot of opportunity to get job not only in academic and 
administrative field but also in industry. 

PSO-7: Research motivation: Chemistry graduates are expected to be technically well 
trained with modern devices and Chenmistry based software and has powerful knowledge in 
different disciplines of Chemistry so they can casily involve themselves in theory and 
laboratory-based researeh activities. 

PSO-8: Teamwork: Graduates are expected to be team players, with productive co 
operations involving members from diverse socio-cultural backgrounds. 

PSO-9: Digital Literacy: Graduates are cxpected to be digitally literate for them to enroll and 
increase their core competency via e-learning resources such as MOOC and other digital 
toolsfor litelong learning 
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idea tinding concepts to others,. 



PSO-10: Social Awareness: As an inhabitant of this green world it is our duty to make our 
planet clean and suitable for living to all. In this context Chemistry graduates are expected to 
be more aware about finding green chemical reaction routes for sustainable development. 
They are expected to maintain good laboratory practices and safety. 
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